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Discourse Community by Brian Anderson
Originally Published in Touchstones Magazine

The other students filed into the classroom. I could tell that some of them knew each other, but I’d never seen
any of them before. I had already missed the first week of class in a failed attempt to invent a never-ending
Christmas break. On this day, however, I had been one of the first to find my way into the classroom, so I
watched them as they took their seats. I was sitting in the center of the room. It was a normal classroom: white
walls, grey carpet, and a dry erase board. There was a tall slender window on the right hand wall.
The window was part of a study being done in cooperation with the engineering and behavioral science departments. The engineering department had designed an ultra-reflective pane of glass, and was testing to see
if a one-foot wide window could cast a glare on every possible surface in the room. Meanwhile the behavioral
science department was testing one of Freud’s theories about the psychological reaction to an intense blinding
glare. I’d never put much stock in Freud’s theories, until I watched the documentary on their findings. I could
see the exact moment when I snapped and started urinating on everything and talking about how hot my
mom is. I thought that was a dream—well either way: Freud 1 me 0.
A girl with hair cut like a boy’s took her place one seat to my left and one to the front. She wore thick blackrimmed glasses, clothes looked like they came from a thrift store, but I’m sure they didn’t. A chubby fellow
with a neck beard and awkwardly faultless posture sat on the back row, one column to my right. His face
was motionless, emotionless. His posture, however, contradicted his face, telling me that he did have at least
one emotion—discomfort. He had shaved his head and was wearing a charcoal blazer with jeans and a tshirt. Over by the door, all the way to the left of the classroom, a sandy-haired fellow with a well-trimmed
beard took his seat; everyone seemed to know him. His was the kind of beard I had always wanted to grow,
as thick and rich as the fields of Iowa. If I had a beard like that, I’d switch to Pantene in a second. He looked
and dressed like a professor, only younger. Several more students came in and took their seats, followed by
a skinny guy in a black hoody that concealed all but the edges of his tattoos. He took his seat in the farthest
corner of the class.
Two or three minutes after class was scheduled to start, in came the teacher. He was skinny, but pleasant looking. His lanky arms and body were covered by a dark eggplant-colored turtleneck. The turtleneck was carefully
tucked into his black Levis. He didn’t strike me as the type of guy who enjoyed bloody calloused feet, and my
suspicions were confirmed when I noticed that he was indeed wearing foot gear. The Tiva sandals he wore told
me, “That’s right, I work in the humanities department, and my other car is also a Subaru Outback,” while the
black dress socks underneath told me, “I still know how to get business taken care of, and sometimes my feet
get cold. ”Every part of him told me something: hands, posture, haircut. mouth was saying something, but I
didn’t listen. I was baffled trying to absorb everything else he was emitting, like the dots and dashes of a hundred telegraphs. He arranged his papers and plugged his laptop into the projector, all while amusing the whole
class, presumably with a witty story about an altercation between some professor from the business building
and his turtleneck. The tone of his voice was light and happy, and when combined with his cynical sentences
it produced a pleasantly pessimistic atmosphere that made anything seem like a target. He continued saying
something that I didn’t really listen to; I was too busy now watching his hands. He spoke volumes with his
hands. I got the feeling that even if he got laryngitis and couldn’t talk, he would still come in and effectively
teach with only his dots and dashes.
I forced my attention on the words his mouth was saying, “So what did you all think of the reading?” I heard
him ask.
“I thought it was really interesting,” said Girl With Boy Hair.
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“Oh good,” replied the teacher, “but what is? What meaning should interesting convey to the rest of us?” said
his mouth. Someone replied, and I heard everybody laugh, but I was confused. “He is an English professor,” I
pondered. “He knows what interesting means. Why would he ask that? Is he trying to teach us something? Is
there some archaic meaning of the word that I’m not aware of? Like how in my parents’ generation the word
‘gay’ used to mean something completely different: a homosexual from the seventies. Did she just call him
gay?”
“Good point. Continue,” his hands said, inviting Guy With Handsome Beard to continue something he had
said while I was pondering the professor’s interesting hand gestures.
Guy With Handsome Beard continued, not sparing any expense with the use of air quotes, “So what I got out
of the reading is that any definition of which discourse I ‘want to’ belong to cannot be determined by me, but
by individuals in the discourse— ‘recognition’; then paradoxically, the definitions of the discourse are in turn
determined by the individuals— ‘me.’” The professor reacted with a comment, along with several students
making comments and or questions. I paid no attention to them. I couldn’t; my brain had stopped. I understood those words, but not in that order.
“Who was the individual? How did he use the word discourse? Why did he use so many air quotes?” I looked
over at Guy With Handsome Beard hoping to hear something clarifying, but all I got was his well-trimmed
beard telling me, “My ruggedness is matched only by my sophistication.”
The conversation had gone on without me, people making comments, everyone else understanding them. I
was called back to the room when the professor started writing something on the dry erase board. The ink of
his marker was the exact same shade of eggplant as his turtleneck.
“keep it real,” it said on the board.
“So what do you all have to say to that?” asked the professor’s mouth. Everyone in the room chuckled; I wondered why. I figured that he must have told a joke with his hands while I was looking at the board so I focused
in to avoid missing it again. One hand was resting on his hip while the other faced upward just beneath the
markings on the board as if he were holding a waitress tray filled with fresh, steaming rhetoric. “Don’t even try
to explain what that means. It will only make you look more foolish than you already do, because as soon as
you say something, Girl With Boy Haircut will rhetoric your ass off,” his hands said ironically. I didn’t see the
humor or the irony, as the comment was directly applicable to me, but I gave a courtesy chuckle anyway.
My mistimed laugh caused some of the students sitting nearest me to recognize my presence for the first time,
but they were quick to rejoin the discussion. Apparently not everyone was as daunted by the eggplant-colored
challenge. “I don’t think that someone can be more real or more fake than another, but only more rhetorical
than another,” said the chubby fellow behind me, while his neck beard weakened his argument by adding in,
“Are you kidding me? ’m real-ing my ass off down here and he calls me rhetorical. I can’t work like this. ”
Judging from the looks of things, I guessed that tensions between the chubby fellow and his neck beard
had been high for some time. “I wonder what the neck beard’s next move will be, its coup de Gillette if you
will.”Midway through imagining the chubby fellow being taken over by his beard and enjoying all the teenwolf-esque adventures that would naturally follow, I heard two words in an order that I could understand.
“I agree,” began Girl With Boy Haircut, “it’s like wearing make up every day. People that do that are putting on
a performance everyday. They are just filling the discourse that is expected of them. ”
“Yes. Good point,” said the professor’s hands and eyebrows.
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“Yeah, but at the same time, by not wearing makeup, a person is just filling a place in the ‘no make up wearing’
discourse. And there is an equal amount of performance there,” said Guy With Handsome Beard.
“An equally valid point,” said the professor’s mouth.
“Yeah, but in the reading like on page thirty it says, ‘Think of all the words, symbols, deeds, objects, clothes,
and tools you need to coordinate in the right way at the right time, and place to ‘pull off ’ (or recognize someone as) being a cutting-edge particle physicist or a Los Angeles Latino street gang member or a sensitive highculture humanist. Not wearing make-up is a symbol of who someone is. So if you are just true to who you
are…” said the chubby fellow.
He was interrupted by several students ready to refute his thesis. “Who really are you? Are you what you think
or what I think?” asked someone. “What is real?” inquired another.
Guy with Handsome Beard chipped in, “I have so many different aspects of my life, and use language to define
each of those. Different discourses all make up forms of one’s self, but when a person is in a specific discourse,
they’re not truly ever their complete person. ”
I couldn’t listen anymore; their words had stopped carrying meaning. “They all think they are so smart,” I told
myself. “O, professor you think you’re so smart because you string a bunch of nonsensical words together.
Rhetoric is for clever people with too much time on their hands. Anybody could be a rhetorical theorist. I’ll
answer your stupid eggplant question: Well, to keep it real, one would have to understand what is real [1].
Well reality is real…right? Then we would debate for about an hour about the nature of reality, so allow me
to simplify. I grew up in farm country, but I was convinced that I was not a cowboy or a hick—so I wasn’t. All
my friends and I were sports jocks. We wore sport clothes; we used sport words like ‘take it to the hoop’, and
did sport activities. Now I have moved here and I am still a sport jock and not a cowboy. I was, however, given
a cowboy hat as a gift so I bought some wranglers and boots at a thrift store. I’ve worn them occasionally,
around campus, to the computer lab and such. To everyone who has no prior experience with me, when they
see me in my hat, I am a cowboy. So unless my logic is in error, real is just the clothes you wear. This equation
will help explain: if R= reality and C= cowboy hats, and M= me, then M+C=R. Me plus my cowboy hat equals
the reality people see. Also through simple algebraic procedures we can see that R-M=C, or in laymen’s terms,
reality, without me, would be nothing more than cowboy hats; it’s a mathematical fact. Thus we can see that
keeping it can be accomplished through a miniature penis-sized cowboy hat of some kind.
“You like that? How does it feel when the making-shit-up-shoe is on the other foot?” I vented internally.
My internal tirade had lasted longer than I thought; the discussion seemed to have progressed quite a bit and
left me even further behind. Luckily, one thing I had learned is that rhetoric is the art of circling, so I just
figured I would jump back on the next time it came around. Knowing I wouldn’t understand what they were
talking about, I simply watched the discussion. Girl With Boy Haircut seemed to be winning. “For example,”
she said, “if one is not in the ‘make-up wearing’ discourse then they are in the ‘non make-up wearing’ discourse, either way a person is not able to exist in society without being a part of a discourse,” her haircut
strengthening her argument all the while with simple nods of affirmation.
Skinny Guy With Black Hoodie and Tattoos had just been sitting and listening, not saying anything for most
of the hour. I figured him for a guy like me, half amazed at how much smarter everyone else was than he, half
sure they were all faking it through the use of words in air quotes like “meaning” and “reality.” He, too, had
been waiting for the discussion to circle around, but while I was waiting to try to grab a hold and hang on, he
was waiting to pounce with the force of a hundred tornados, to wrestle it to the ground and scream with all
the might of his index and middle fingers, “reality!”
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Finally he made his move, “So what I understand is that belonging to a discourse makes one not real. And
since no one can operate in society without operating in a discourse, it is impossible to keep it real.” Guy With
Handsome Beard tried to interject something, but Guy With Tattoos would not be interrupted. Even the glare
from the window seemed to be shaped by his words. “Keeping it real in every situation of life is not possible
because reality is dependent on any present goal. To achieve anything, you have to join a discourse. In addition, not achieving anything is a discourse. Therefore, any degree of existence, intentional or inadvertent, creates an association with a discourse. ”
“Great job. Girl With Boy Hair and Boy With Tattoos both win today,” said the professor’s hands while his
mouth told us, “Alright we are almost out of time. Does anybody have any more questions or comments? Does
everyone understand? You looked like you had a comment a minute ago,” he said, directing the last part at me.
“Nope,” I said.
“Alright, see you all on Thursday. ”

[1] One would also have to understand what “it” is. In my experience, at least 80% of the time “it” is always to
sex or a penis…so I’ll just assume.
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Untitled by Molly Willson
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Known By Jeffrey Huizinga
The summer I turned ten I discovered my own father’s habit of having women on the side. It was at a backyard
barbeque hosted by our next-door neighbors the Walshes. The dads mostly milled about in the shade behind
the garage, drinking through an immense cache of beer cans. The moms sat in folding chairs clustered around
the patio, sipping from sweating glasses of something pink and loaded with gin. Everyone was busy having
fun.
More families trickled in. Soon there weren’t enough chairs for the women, so Mom and several others stood
in a loose circle chit-chatting. She spotted me across the lawn and waved me over. “Come here Denis,” she
said. Placing her hand gently on the top of my head she stroked a strand of my hair in a way that embarrassed
me deeply. “I would never,” she said, “allow any of my to go to public school.” This struck me as an odd thing
to say, given that several of these women’s sons and daughters went to Madison Elementary. “Now Denis” she
continued, directing her voice more at the other women than at me, “be a darling and get the rest of our lawn
chairs from the basement, since your father can’t finish the simplest task,”
This wasn’t an opinion I agreed with. And though I didn’t dare challenge her on it, I felt qualified to do so
because back then I studied Dad the way other kids studied baseball cards or comics. He was big and strong.
He fixed and explained things other dads couldn’t. He knew more jokes and told them funnier. He was a salesman, and in a neighborhood that wasn’t the best but wasn’t in any way lousy, our family had more than most.
Normal but better was how I saw him. I didn’t appreciate it when Mom said otherwise. I didn’t see any basis
for it.
At the bottom of the basement stairs I heard giggling. Fearing Mom’s wrath I kept to my task. I rounded a
corner of shelving and saw Dad there slouched in one of the chairs. Mrs. Cunningham sat sideways on his lap
with her chest pressed right up into his whiskery face. I must have made a sound because Mrs. Cunningham
snapped around towards me. She had her green satiny shirt unbuttoned all the way. Her breasts, huge, round
and pale, burst from her bra. And her pinkish belly spilled over the too tight waist of her khaki shorts. Dad’s
hula shirt was also open. There were several knocked over beer cans on the floor.
“Hey boy,” Dad said. “Laura you know my Denis.”
I knew Mrs. Cunningham. She was rosy cheeked and hennish with a short stub nose. I’d always just thought
of her as another busybody neighborhood mom, the kind who worried all day about carpools and whether or
not to put celery in the tuna salad, the kind a kid would be lucky to have.
“Say ‘Hey,’ Denny.”
“Jesus, Ted,” Mrs. Cunningham said.
She pulled her shirt closed and stood up quickly. Dad stayed seated, seeming not to share any of Mrs. Cunningham’s alarm. In the dim dusty light he looked happy in a simple, oafish sort of way. Mrs. Cunningham
whispered something into Dad’s ear that I couldn’t hear and then as she bolted for the stairs gave me the
meanest look I’d ever been given.
“I’ll be here,” Dad shouted after her. She just stomped her short pale legs on up the stairs without a word. “Let’s
us come on over here,” said Dad. He patted his knee and I came and sat right where Mrs. Cunningham had
been just a moment before. He smelled like beer and egg salad, two odors that still trigger in me confusion
and thoughts lumpish Midwestern women. “How are things up there?” he said.
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“Fine.”
“Your mother is behaving?”
“She was saying how I’ll never go to public school.”
He laughed so hard he nearly shook me off his knee. “She’s sure right about that. I’ll get a second job shoveling shit before fighting that battle. And so will you.” He laughed some more then sighed. “I’ll bet this thing just
now has got you a little confused.”
It had, but I didn’t say so.
“Have some advice. If you’re like me you’re going to spend a lot of your life thinking about what ways you’re
different and what ways you’re like everybody else. Talent’s one way. But it’s also identifying what you need that
others don’t, what you’re not meant to follow, that sort of thing. Understand?”
“I think so,” I said, though I didn’t really at all. It didn’t seem like advice.
“Let’s just take your dad for example, ok?”
“Ok.”
“In most ways I’m pretty typical. But not when it comes to love. It’s the way I’m built. I need to give and get
much more than your average guy. Unfortunately that’s also much more than your mother, poor woman, has
got the capacity for.” This made a strange bit of sense to me. It began to offer, I thought, a new and maybe better reason for things I knew but couldn’t explain. I wanted him to say more. “She wasn’t always that way. It’s
quite sad, really.” But he didn’t really seem sad at all. More smug, almost, though about what I hadn’t a clue.
Later, after Mom had badgered Dad back home to help wash the dishes she’d lent to the Walshes, Dad wandered back over to the party. The tiki torches had been lit, and most of the remaining kids sat beneath electric
bug zapper daring each other to spit on it. I watched Dad decline several requests to help with the last remaining beers. He walked laps around the backyard, saying goodnight to those packing up. I heard him offer to
help Mrs. Carlson out to the car with her things. I watched them go through the side gate together. Once in
the shadows Mrs. Carlson set down her bundle got up on her tiptoes to hug him. Dad bent his head down to
meet hers and he pulled at her neck with his big hands. I went to the corner of the house near the gate, where I
couldn’t see them but could hear some of the noises they were making. It sounded like fun.
In the months and years after that Dad stayed away more and more, his reasons always being that someone
had to work for a living and those parts weren’t going to sell themselves. It was becoming clear that I wasn’t
much of a student or an athlete. Mom rarely missed an opportunity to remind me that my father had excelled
in both school and sports. Did I think she’d have gone with him if he hadn’t?
“I guess not,” I said, which sent her running for Dad.
“Ted, are you aware that your son is content to be a flunky?”
When around Dad still did the things a dad is supposed to do, but with an emotional distance that was
new and growing. There were nights when I sat up in bed and heard Mom scream at him. “Go back to your
whores,” is what she often said. Dad’s response was to up and leave for the night. And I wouldn’t know what to
think about what were causes and what were symptoms because they all sort of collapsed back on each other.
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I started wondering if Mom’s meanness wasn’t a reason but maybe a product of something she kept hidden. I
don’t know where Dad went on those nights. Office sofa? Motel? Another woman’s bed? I honestly wished that
he occasionally felt happy out away from Mom. Other times I had to wonder if maybe somewhere inside of
him there was just a little bit more try that he could be giving to Mom to help her feel little less sad or scared.
But he never talked to me again like he started to that afternoon. Mostly though I wish he knew that I hadn’t
judged him the way he thought I might have, and that maybe he shouldn’t have been so afraid of letting himself be known to me.
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So Long, Constellations by Robert Matthew Keegan
Evan and Mayra met at a rave in Berlin as they both backpacked through Europe. Evan was taking a year off
and then would return to Newcastle to work in his father’s floor screeding business. Mayra was taking a break
before starting the University of Melbourne’s Atmosphere and Ocean Sciences program. Evan rented a car, and
the two came up into the Black Forrest to go camping, but got lost after the rental broke down. After hiking a
day, they stumbled into Aufrichtigdorf, and spent the last four days squatting in an abandoned house on the
village outskirts. They found an old, stained mattress in the basement, and dragged it upstairs to a bedroom
whose window faced away from the rising morning sun. They’d spent the last two days naked. They spoke of
everything that had happened in their lives up to when they first met, of first loves and first heart breaks. The
rest of the time, they spent either fucking or sleeping. They only left the room to use the toilet down the hall
which didn’t flush.
Eventually, they will have to leave Aufrichtigdorf and travel to Boulogne to meet up with some friends of
Mayra’s. In Boulogne, after an afternoon of too much drinking, Evan and Mayra argue as they walk along
Boulogne’s Quayside fish stalls. Evan will storm off, and not regret his behavior until nightfall. He returns
to the downtown hostel around midnight to find Mayra and all her friends have gone. The two never speak
again, Evan returning to Newcastle and working on floors for his father. A year later, he marries a girl he went
to school with and they have two children. Evan will be, albeit short, content with his life. As he goes to fetch a
take-out for lunch for his father and himself, he is struck down in a hit and run accident. He’ll die at the age of
twenty-eight.
Mayra will follow her friends to Pamplona, where she meets an American boy, who she continues to keep in
touch with after she returns to Melbourne. After graduating from university, she moves to San Diego to live
with him and they soon marry. They never have children, but they love to travel and have many friends. When
Mayra is thirty-one, she loses her left breast to cancer and refuses reconstruction surgery. In bed, he lifts her
nightdress and kisses the surgical scar on her chest.
Not a day goes by that Mayra or Evan will not think of one another, but this will all happen in the future. For
now, Evan and Mayra are content to entwine their naked limbs as they lie on a stained mattress in an abandoned house in Aufrichtigdorf.
Straddling Evan’s naked back, Mayra used the pads of her fingers to trace the lines of raised skin she’d left
while having sex. She was getting better, she hadn’t broken the skin. Chin rested on his folded arms, Evan
stared at the bare wall above the mattress and wondered how long till his sleeping organ stirred. Perhaps she
shared the same thought as she used the tip of one carnal fingernail to draw fresh lines on his back.
“What are you doing?” Evan asked.
“I’m drawing lines from freckle to freckle.”
“You’re playing connect the dots?” he tried to turn over to face her but she tightened her thighs to keep him in
place.
“Stop moving. I’m trying to work something out.”
“Did you find a strange lump? I always knew I’d die young.”
“I was thinking if you plotted out the shape a person’s freckles make when connected you’d have a diagram for
their soul. ”
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“Hope not. I’d have one fucked up soul,” he laughed.
“I’m serious,” Mayra said. “Each diagram would be different, just like every soul is different.”
“How do you do it? Is it just drawing a line from freckle to freckle? Do you look for vertices, intersections?
Does the human soul exist on a flat plane, on Cartesian coordinates? Two dimensions, three? Do you connect
freckles from the ventral side to ones on the dorsal?”
She did not immediately answer. Her fingernails continued to track across his back.
“Maybe. I hadn’t thought that far.”
“What if you don’t have any freckles, or just one pitiful mole above the eyebrow?”
“I’d suggest getting some sun.”
Evan watched the design created by midday shadows moving across the wall.
“Would you look for shapes? Quadrilaterals, triangles?”
“Isn’t god a triangle?” she asked.
“Sure. A square too.”
“How’s he both.”
“He’s god. He can be any shape he wants to be.”
Evan turned over and flipped Mayra onto her back to look for truths of his own in the angles of her bent
knees, the parabolas of her breasts, and within her cylindrical insides.
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Peaches by Alan Orr
So this is what I do: I cut open the peach and pull the pit away from the fruit. Then I saw the pit along its seam
with a serrated paring knife. I just keep sawing until I think I’m deep enough, then I turn the blade. And if you
screw up here, pieces of the pit snap off. They fly toward the window, get lost behind the toaster, or, if you’re
lucky, land in the sink. When things go well though, the pit breaks cleanly in two, and then you’re using the
knife to pry out the nut-like shape inside.
Next thing I do is cut a first slice of peach as a chaser. The pit on its own is bitter.
My grandfather, he’d do this too, though he’d be sitting on his porch in Philadelphia, sweating as the peach
juice ran down his knuckles. As I’d watch, I would notice things like his fingernails that looked like fiberglass.
I’d see how sometimes the serrated edge of his knife would catch him, the teeth tugging at his thick skin for a
moment like a playful dog.
“So you just went to Australia?” he asked me once when we were alone. Everyone else had gone to the river
museum for the day. My grandfather was tired and didn’t want to go either.
About Australia, I nodded, and I can picture now what I looked like—a blond bowl cut, green-blue eyes fixed
on that peach, wondering if I’d get a slice.
My grandfather glanced over at me. “I went to Australia once,” he said.
My body felt too small for the white chaise lounge I was sitting in.
“Let me know if you want to speak,” he said. “I’m turning my hearing down. Birds,” he said, referring to the
cawing in the trees. “Don’t know how you can stand it.” He reached up to the tiny volume knob of the hearing
aid behind his ear. My grandfather was deaf on one side.
“If you want a piece of this, you better come get it,” he said. He set the knife and the peach on the table beside
him.
“Australia,” he continued. “Probably shouldn’t tell you this.”
I slowly stood up and cut a slice of peach.
“Went there on R and R. You know what that is? Rest and relaxation. Time off from the military. I went there
after—”
He stopped, and I sat back down on my chair. My fingers were sticky, so I wiped them on my socks as my
grandfather had done.
“You have friends, right?” my grandfather asked suddenly. “Know what it means to appreciate someone?”
I nodded and thought of my best friend back at home. I liked him and his Super Nintendo. And I liked it when
his parents would take us out to eat.
“Well I appreciated the other guys,” my grandfather said. “Appreciated them a lot. And Australia didn’t fuckin’
help. ”
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I knew to keep quiet now.
“What’d you think of the place?” My grandfather lifted his hand to his volume knob.
I said, “I liked seeing the kangaroos.”
“Did you miss home? Your father says you got homesick.”
I had and felt embarrassed to admit it.
My grandfather swallowed, his old throat moving like a big, saggy-skinned snake. He looked at the peach,
though he had only eaten his chaser slice. He took a drink from a glass of water that sat next to him. He said,
“Homesickness can make you go crazy. It can make you wish you’d never—” His voice dropped off again. He
set his glass down. “How old are you?”
“Nine,” I said.
“Those birds!” He reached up to his hearing aid again. “Don’t tell your father I told you this.”
I waited, watching my grandfather turn his volume down like he didn’t want to let anything else in. Then he
took his hearing aid out and rested it on his pale blue shirt.
“Australia,” he said, though his voice sounded a little different. “After— we—” His stomach rose. “I went there
alone,” he finally said. “Everyone else.”
I listened for my grandfather to finish, and I heard the birds. The peach’s orange flesh looked tropical on the
table next to him. He pinched his eyes. He never finished telling me what happened in Australia, but I still
think of whatever it was whenever I count my friends.
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ROYGBIV by Kimberly Cawthon
I fell in love with a woman who wore Sea Foam green.
I don't know many men my age who take so much pride in working at a paint store. After 6 years at Arthur’s
Top Coat, it could be pride or too much toxic lacquer fumes but whether it’s melted brain cells or arrogance,
I love color. I love that blue is never blue; it's Cerulean, Cornflower, Dusty Sky, Swimming Pool, Electric, and
5,000 other variations of shades, tones and pigments. I loved knowing Pam’s dress wasn’t green but a delicate
mix of Pistachio, Banana Pudding, and Aqua. Cool, breezy, Sea Foam.
She sat down as I sipped my cappuccino. The shop was crowded and I knew my empty seat would be taken. I
didn't know she would pull the chair back and ask to join me.
“I like your dress,” I said.
“Thanks,” she smiled. “It’s an old bridesmaid gown I had tailored.”
“How green of you. ”I said.
We spent a few hours at the coffee shop. I forgot about my dry-cleaning, helping Eddie move out of his apartment and picking up a jug of Drano for the clogged kitchen sink. I stared at her in her lovely folds of sea foam.
A mermaid with a soy latte.
“Are you dating anyone?” I asked.
“Nope,” she shook her head.
I ordered us some turkey sandwiches.
By sunset, she wanted to walk. We trekked arm and arm into the tiny town—the spring air gently rolling
into summer warmth. We talked about this and that—the weather, favorite cookies, diplomacy in Eastern Sri
Lanka—but her dress, its consuming color, was a focal point of dialog.
She told me it was worn for a June wedding on a golf course, her 9th ceremony that year. She carried pink tulips. The bride was a bundle of body-conscious nerves and forbid her maids to ingest any food. In her hunger,
she stuffed gummy bears into the tulip buds. She sucked on the tiny bears as the bride and groom blubbered. I
laughed and squeezed her hand.
We walked all the way to my house. She used the bathroom and then took off her sea foam dress. We rolled
around on my gun-metal grey sheets; kissing, sweet words, tight thigh links and goose bump skin. She tasted
like salt water taffy. I was her tulip engulfed gummy bear.
The next morning I spun. I shook with the spasmodic paint cans. She said we’d meet for lunch. We’d meet at
Arthur’s. She wanted me to explain to her the difference between Robin’s Egg and Periwinkle in the most poetic language possible. I hadn’t brushed my teeth. Her taste was faint on my lips.
She walked in. She wore another green dress; Muddy Jungle, Algae, DeepJade.
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Elegant Universe By Lydia Paar
Portland, Oregon is divided into five major sections, four quadrants, Northeast, Southeast, Northwest, Southwest. North and South are divided by Burnside Street. East and West are divided by the Willamette River,
where eight bridges arch across the sky in shapes and colors, representing different eras and modes of design.
Above Northeast and Northwest Portland is the cap, North Portland, where most of the city’s black residents,
otherwise invisible, reside. It is being gentrified as I write. New homes going up, old ones coming down, entire
neighborhoods undergoing overhaul, shifting in the face of developers, influx, political changes of hands.
Portland’s population has increased 20% since 1994, since LP has lived there, yuppies from California, artscene hipsters from Brooklyn, Chicago, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, everywhere. It is a city blind and blooming, as
full of paradoxes as it is parks: Forest Park, the largest green space per square mile than can be boasted by any
other US city, is also home to not a small percentage of Portland’s increasing homeless population. There are
more churches per square mile than any other US city, and also more strip clubs, or so she hears. Underemployment is an overused word for the young art “elite” but they do still manage to buy their drugs and booze
and very expensive, over-flavored coffee drinks. And everyone there drinks a lot of coffee. They need it to
think sharply and progressively through the pelting raindrops, to walk coolly along the lightrail tracks, along
the delicate lines where life throbs, as high as it is low.
Like everyone else her age, LP works in food service. No, she works at Blockbuster. No, it’s an allergy clinic. LP
has fallen out of the expected script for a twenty-something having a “good time” as she goes to work each day
on her cruiser bicycle, as she holds down little children for blood draws and tries to avoid conversations with
her coworkers, who enjoy grandchildren, fad diets, Jesus, and conservative politics. She goes home and paints
on plywood with housepaint that she buys on special from Home Depot’s “mismatched” colors table. She goes
hiking with her boyfriend, Nick. They go out for drinks at the Horse Brass with their friends, Cameron (the
drug dealer), Dana (the poet), Loren (the jerk), Gabe (the farm boy), Christian (the grump), Monica (the bellydancer), and sometimes Crazy Pete. Loren isn’t actually her friend.
Crazy Pete is a short, round, Germanic-looking musician who got into a lot of trouble in high school and
consequently beats himself up for his lack of present-day success. Crazy Pete says when god created the world,
he was shaking his head to the rhythm of a tambourine beat, and then his head fell apart and tumbled into
thousands of people all over the earth.
LP walks from Crazy Pete’s apartment downtown by Portland State University to her own house. She tries to
walk a lot because the winter weather gets her down if she doesn’t move. And she’s restless. If she walks, she’ll
think less about going back to the office the next day.
Still, she goes back to the office the next day. The building is square and drab and grey. She rides a slow elevator up three floors. She watches the light behind the numbers on the wall panel move up and she hopes it will
get stuck, but it never does. She walks down the hall, ducks into the restroom to straighten her hair, then walks
to door number 310 and opens it.
When she gets home, she sits on the bed for a few minutes, goes into Nick’s room, and lays on his bed, because
it’s bigger. The kitties come in and climb on her, meowing. They start to fight with one another. Reginald H.
Kittycat Esquire bites Penelope Thumper Pumpkinhead on the pumpkinhead and so she curls into a ball to
kick him with her two back legs.
“Stop it, stop it.” LP pulls them apart and puts them in different rooms like she would children, and they meow
at each other across the house.
She smokes some pot, realizes the little tin in which they keep the house pot supply is nearly empty, and makes
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a note to have Nick call Cameron. She sleepwalks to the kitchen, makes cocoa, looks at the empty crockpot
everyone at work told her to buy, then goes back into the living room to sit on the couch in front of the halfdone hunk of plywood leaning on the wall. She puts the cocoa down, opens the can of cheap mistinted housepaint, makes one bright orange smear with a pinkened brush, knows it’s all wrong, and goes back to lay on the
bed with the cats.
Nick and LP decide to go out for drinks and to get dinner, since both feel too apathetic to cook. They put the
cats in the one room without any houseplants and meet Christian at the Horse Brass. Christian and LP almost
kissed once, when LP and Nick were broken up for a month. This makes LP a little nervous because she thinks
Chris still has something in mind. They all order fish-n-chips. The fish-n-chips arrive slightly burnt. Then
Gabe comes in his flannel shirt and talks about working on the Gremlin that lives in the middle of his cowfield. They poke fun at Chris for being a quarter Japanese, but looking Hawaiian. They get a dart set from the
bar and start to play. Crazy Pete arrives, then Monica, who gives everyone hugs, lights up the room with her
smiling enthusiasm, and demonstrates belly dancing moves with her chest before she sits down. Loren enters
and cracks a joke about swinging cats in a pillowcase. LP agitates and goes to the bathroom. As she emerges
from hallway where the bathrooms are, she sees a table full of friends, all growing up, taking turns playing
darts, ordering pints and consulting on pitchers, chatting roundly, and generally living/learning/loving. She
grows warm and fuzzy with joy (or is it the Black Cherry Stout?). Cam sits beside Chris and Dana, who is
slapping the table with his palm, elucidating either: the work of Hunter S. Thompson, the proper way to use
a horsewhip on a lover, the chemical components of a hallucinogen LP has never heard of, the grammatical
structure of Esperanto, or the importance of Zero Population Growth. On this point, Dana and LP agree. They
used to date once too, for a month. She broke up with him the day before Valentine’s Day, but he had already
ordered the roses.
After eleven o’clock, it is time to go home, because they all have obligations tomorrow. Gabe must be at the
machinist’s at 5am, where he will put on plastic protective glasses and endeavor not to get his long flaxen
tresses caught in the drill press. Christian will separate dead fish from their heads, and try to ignore the fact
that many of them have two heads, or three sets of fins, or four eyes. Loren will sell cell phones. Dana will go
to the literary journal at Portland Community College and edit bad poetry. Monica will go to the preschool
and teach kids how to fingerpaint and insert earthworms into urban gardens. Nick will go to the snowboard
shop and wax some snowboards. LP will go to the allergy clinic. Before this happens, Nick and LP fall asleep
all snuggled up, with the cats stuffed between them on the big bed. They listen to the sound of the rain on the
roof and LP wonders what Pete will do the next day, because he’s the only one who can’t hold down a regular
job. She wonders if she would prefer to be like Pete.
~
She pushes through door number 310. Meghan, fat and pleasant, with a helmet of well-styled hair, calls from
the front desk, “Good Mooooorning!”
“Hello,” says LP, “how are you?”
“I’m fine! How are you?”
“Very well.” They smile at each other, following their script, and LP turns down the hall to the kiddie section.
She procures some hot tea from the spigot attached to the sink. She sits at her desk. She says hello to everyone who comes in: Dr. Noonan, Jane, Elena, Linda, Joanne. Pretty soon she is asked to process some blood
samples. She goes into the lab room and squirts little blots of blood out of each test tube onto each little microscope slide. She walks over to the dry ice room, turns on the machine that makes the ice, lifts it out with potholders, seals up the slides and tubes into plastic bags, and breaks up the ice around the samples. She stretches
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tape across the box, labels it, puts it outside in the courier box for pick-up.
“So I found this article on protein,” says Joanne, back in the other room.
LP nods and thinks about calling in sick the next day, while Joanne tells her about how to change your metabolism, and your life, through proper diet and exercise.
~
On Friday they go out to Cam’s new apartment in Beaverton. Ordinarily, no one would go to Beaverton for
fun, but the group of friends has exhausted the pool halls and the bar scene along with their bar funds. There
aren’t any good films out, the weather is shit, and sitting home with a book, spanking the cats when they chew
on the raggedy houseplants, sounds like misery on a stick.
At Cam’s, there’s a snake in the bathtub. LP doesn’t see it until she already has her pants around her ankles,
then she pulls up her pants real quick and runs out of the bathroom.
The roomful of guys are grinning. Hardy-har-har, she says. “Does it bite?”
It can if you scare it, Dana tells her, but it can’t get out of the tub anyway.
“Go pee.”
Back in the bathroom, she takes a seat and looks at the snake more closely. It’s actually quite an amazing creature, quiet, brown and green, hovering softly around the bottom of the tub, tongue flicking in dashes of red.
Its scales, the nearly seamless way one layer of cell material fits into another, makes it look wet, and LP wonders if she should touch it. Her hand aches for contact.
“Hi, snakey,” she says, “You’re not too bad, are ya?”
After she pulls her pants up she watches it for a few minutes. She runs her hand across the smooth skin of the
creature, but only in her mind. In her mind, the snake comes up to her and licks her kindly with its tongue,
and she feels calm and grateful. She leaves the bathroom without flushing so as not to bother it.
She goes out into the living room and sits in Memoryville while the boys mix drinks, talk rot, measure fingerlike lengths of weed on a white medical scale.
She remembers soaking with them all in a hottub at Cam’s-father’s-ex-wife’s house in the West Hills of Portland, where all the rich folks lived. How it overlooked the whole city, how the city lights glimmered through
passing mist and air, and they felt like a team of space cadets, a little pod of people suspended above the rest
of the town. They felt special, because they had each other, even if the rest of the city was nutso. They shared
some bottles of wine. They wet their necks and heads, and sat up out of the water into the chilly black air
whenever they got too hot. That night was the first night she and Nick kissed, after everyone else had gone to
bed. She remembered how they grinned at each other and she was happy, because she knew she wouldn’t have
to split time between this lover and her friends.
She was lucky, really, a very extraordinarily lucky person.
Nick and LP say goodbye to Cam and the snake, and drive back into Portland to finish a weekend full of
chores and puttering, dabbling in paint and hikes and kitties and parents and shopping and bookstore brows-
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ing, and getting ready for work.
“Ah-roo-roo,” says Nick.
“Ah-roo-roo-roo,” says LP, meaning, in dogspeak, “I love you too. ”
~
On Monday, she drags into work feeling ill. Halfway through the day, she trades tea for coffee.
“Can you help with a blood draw?” says Elena, poking her head into the room.
“Of course,” says LP, and she joins them in the exam room, recognizes the child (Hester, whose blood she’d
helped to steal before), and says, “Hi Hester. Don’t worry, it’ll be easy this time.”
Hester looks up at her from the paper-padded exam bed with big round eyes, and knows LP is lying. LP sets
herself with elbows locked, one arm on Hester’s right ankle, one arm on Hester’s forearm. When Hester’s
screaming becomes thrashing, LP leans the weight of her body down across Hester’s stomach and legs, pinning her in place.
“She’s got those darned rolling veins,” mutters Elena, sweat starting to peak on her forehead.
When they’re done, LP goes to the bathroom and looks into the mirror, Hester’s face swimming there like
liquid before her eyes. She looks at her tired, pale face, wispy hair straining to escape its ponytail, the conventional bead necklace above the Kmart collared office shirt, and thinks, “something has to give.”
She comes back out and is settling down to some paperwork when Joanne pokes in and says, “line one is for
you.”
It is Nick. He tells LP to come home. There’s been a terrible mistake.
~
Crazy Pete used to talk about leaving town. He helped his parents name his sister Teegan after the Doctor
Who, and wanted to go to Britain to work on the new version of the show he heard they were filming at the
BBC. After Cam’s funeral, he put together a demo tape of music he thought could accompany each different
scene—he made music for a chase scene, a monster scene, a psychedelic time-travel scene. But no one would
return his phone calls to the BBC. So he was planning to go there in person. All he needed was 500 bucks, he
said. He became a vacuum salesman, cut himself a 1970’s vacuum salesman moustache, and went to work.
Dana decided he would take a road trip. He still lived with his parents, trading laundry and dish duties for
rent, and he had come upon an inheritance from an aunt he barely knew. Within the next six months, he
would plan to trade in his black rainjacket and snowboots for t-shirts and hiking sandals, and execute a journey through most of the continental forty-nine states. He would spend his days reading, writing, driving, and
learning, meeting amazing new people, and figuring out what to do now that he no longer wished to be a drug
dealer. Now that he’d trashbagged a significant portion of the drug paraphernalia he kept in the lockbox below
his bunkbed. Now that his dreams were haunted by what risk that profession entailed.
Gabe was thinking maybe he would leave La Center, Washington, desert his pet scrap cars and go to art
school. Get his tall farmboy body moving in new ways that didn’t involve sweeping machine shops or cattle-
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prodding. They went on little road trips, Gabe, LP, Nick and Monica: to Seattle, to the beach, to other out-ofthe-way-places all around the Northwest. It was soothing, calming, those tires against the road. LP thought it
was metaphoric of things as they were—things change, you move from place to place, but the rhythm of the
journey is the same. Nick would flip the dials on the radio and LP could imagine blonde hair falling forward
into his eyes, the way it used to in high school, though he was tall now, with short hair hidden permanently
under a cap, with deeper eyes. Monica would laugh the way she always used to, though the impulse was tempered by world affairs, and her brown eyes went flat when she watched lumber trucks they passed on the road.
Again, they felt like a little pod, traveling in a little bus, or in the big white van, held together with an invisible glue that had an amazing ability to stretch and flex, let them wander outward, and still keep them tacked
together at certain points in time and space.
LP didn’t remember what happened to the snake. Had it been in the bathtub, she wondered, the whole time?
so, she wanted to adopt it, pet it, ask it about the last moments. But Loren took the snake back, or Dana found
a home for it. She never really knew.
~
Dana prepared diligently for his roadtrip. LP was hopeful. Maybe now Dana would learn to be happy. He
would see sunlight and smile. He would feel wind in his hair and feel light and free, even if Neitchze was right
and there was no god, and many people in the world are nasty and dumb. Sometimes change can do that.
Dana was saving his pennies, so he didn’t go with Nick and LP and Monica to Seattle to get drunk at ten different bars on Monica’s 21st, or help Nick film her puking her guts out a poorly painted second story window
after the bars had kicked them all out. Dana drove up to Gabe’s instead, to practice using his new gun, in case
he would need to fend off road villains in out-of-the-way corners of our great American nation. But he got a
DUI on the way home from La Center.
LP talked with Crazy Pete later that week. Pete hadn’t heard Dana leave at four am to climb Mt. Tabor, to vent
his frustration about the little door of hope he envisioned sliding shut. To startle the runner and rush the police to scrub the pulpy red oak tree and surrounding grass patch before daylight hit.
It would have been a nice place to do it, at least. One can see the whole city from that fine vista, from the Westfacing side of the walking loop. LP thought Crazy Pete would be even Crazier now.
“Wake up,” she thought, poking him with her brain, “Wake Up.”
They were at the Little Chapel of the Chimes, looking down into the box.
But instead she muttered, in detached rain-swamped fashion, “I don’t know why they have him in a beanie. It’s
tacky. ”Dana looked like he was about to go outside, but had forgotten his gloves and coat.
After a moment, Christian turned to LP and said:
Because the back of his head’s not there.
Like she was the biggest asshole in the world.
~
LP has a dream the night before she moves away from Portland. It is the dream of Cam’s death. She watches
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the customer, tall, dark, perhaps handsome, push Cam into the bathroom. Into the clean white tub. Use the
knife.
Again.
Again.
The neighbors think he is singing. They eat t. v. dinners in the adjoining rooms while LP tries to cry to them,
“Listen! Listen! Listen!” but can’t. She stands frozen in the doorway while the snake hisses and strikes at the
ankles of both men in the tub.
She wakes up in a sweat and looks out the window into the rain, making sure she’s still there. That’s what it is,
she thinks, when she finds the rain, sure as a heartbeat on her windowsill: “They think we’re singing, but we’re
screaming for help.”
That’s how it is, here. Maybe how it is everywhere.
There’s a poem about that somewhere.
She finds the poem on the internet.
Prints it out.
Tears it up.
She packs her bags and moves to Arizona. Every once in a while, she calls home, though they all have little in
common now. Gabe went to art school in Canada. Pete went to Britain, got ejected from the BBC, came back,
encountered more calamity, fled to Tennessee. Christian, Nick, Monica, and Loren all stayed in Portland. The
Little Chapel of the Chimes became a brew pub, where they can all go and eat fish-n-chips, but they never
go there. They go to other places, and do other things, when they see each other. Monica tends gardens with
eco-friendly planting and weeding methods. Christian reads his comic books after work, after he’s washed the
grime from the tree-trimming implements off his hands and has stretched his leg muscles on the living room
floor. Nick still works at the board shop. LP doesn’t know what Loren does. She reads for class, goes on long
walks, and lets her hair grow shaggy over her eyes. Occasionally she calls home to talk to her old friends.
On these days, they find curious points of contact, of pressure…a memory attached to a finger knuckle, a
heart connected to an elbow. Many curious points of pressure push them out beyond themselves, and simultaneously pull them back in together. Like a bullet shoved into motion, or a knife sliding deep, past skin, muscle,
bone, to imprint the memory of each other’s particles into their cells with a single slim blade. So that they
learn. So they remember to love.
LP won’t live in Portland anymore.
But every few months, she calls.
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Skaneatlas by Amy Sharman
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Walking to Arizona Leah Waller
Walking To Arizona
Walking across an early morning before the looming rainArizona just another 1,353 miles.
I’ll have to keep walking
until these Iowa corn fields fade
and I can’t see my mother putting up her hair
and my stepdad stirring the soup
till I can’t hear the punch lines of Sunday night BBQ
or Nina telling Ted to “shut up!”
I have to keep walking till I can’t see my nephews
chubby ankles and small bike helmets,
till Fireflies don’t ignite the yard
like little green galaxies,
and trains don’t announce 2:45
like a Viking entering a tea party.
I have to keep walking
until the snow snuggled
around the Christmas bulbs on my home town Square melts.
Keep walking
until I can’t hear the brooding voice of the clock tower
telling me I’m out too late again.
I’ll have to keep walking
Until the Revs pizza
doesn’t call to me in the late Saturday hours
with my sisters
and the Paradiso coffee doesn’t ask me to come in for breakfast.
I have to keep walking
until I can’t hear ex-boyfriends and old summers
asking me to go skinny dipping.
I have to keep walking
until the humid ground shrivels up
and the red rocks open with cactus hats
and blue eyed promises.
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Walking through Thousand Hills without a Purpose by John Hitzel
Walking through Thousand Hills without a Purpose
autumn does not come all at once
it happens in patches
the scratchbreeze sound of stillness
the crunchleaf layer
where every cloven hoofstep and unconscious pawprint
insists greater awareness of one’s meatiness
dull bark textures
fade into a distant shoal of gray
far jag of low smooth hills
murked and drained
a desiccated mound
of potatoes, mashed
russet skins, milk and ash
but low
the dry surface rattle
still sprouts
a verdant green
triumphant but yellowing
and soon to don
the haylike hue
and the scratchy song of coral
flock, silhouettes
southbound broadwings shift formation
in the shady other hillside
moisture thickening clover
yanks me back into the present
back to immediate earth
I know nothing more
than to build a fire
and wait for you here
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The Best 15 on Highway 63 by John Hitzel
The Best 15 on Highway 63
“Am I moving or is the world moving around me?”
this magic expanse doesn’t appear on maps
where old worries evaporate out your temples
where the triumphant pop rock
sounds again
like it did
the first time
it could never
be forgotten
where the spine feels lighter
when you realize
you don’t have to
return
not ever
then the phone rings
and the spine sinks
the music fades
back
ground
the temples sort of bulge
I am aware of my legs
forgotten and suddenly you’re just on the road again
driving south
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Backspeak by John Hitzel
Backspeak
checking the mail in winter
though falling will not be you today
a slip and a slow knot
twisted in your core
pops
it's day and violently up above your hips
little shadows burst in your eyes
and your feet skid across the black ice
hoping shoe rubber figures out frozen
and catching itself before ice must catch
meat and bone and more meat, tighter
there where the action is, sitting
practiced and repracticed
the sun sudden and immediate
does something to the air after
you slide out of a shadow cast by a building
legs twitching towards an idea of equilibrium
arms grasping at imagined supports
back wailing from the bottom up
No No You Shouldn't I Can't DON'T
*Sprick*
there. now you must sit for weeks. I insist.
your neighbors concentrate on their cigarettesgroceries
vertebrae swim up staircases with plastic sacks
you creep around the kitchen, squeeze that sandwich
with fingers yet to betray their hands
when a hobbled old man looks at you later, nod
after typing, you sit up
and some unnamed misplaced bones
sprock in your torso, near the lungs
our bodies speak. like most things American
I am built to fail in a built world
I will acclimate to my snowballing ruin
so sit tall in the collapse you will become
placate the crik that follows the crok
when you lean back after typing
all the unspoken friction
falling will not be you today
standing, on the ice, your core
a cacophony of you
across the parking lot, children's feet slap the asphalt
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LITTLE ONES By Tobby Moran
Under tables, on top of laps,
inside of everyone’s hearts,
little feet
run back and forth, stutter steps
like a snare drum
before the reveal.
Little hands
reach for everything:
things too high, too big, too full of liquid,
everything that is under something else, waiting to be spilled.
This gets knocked down,
that gets spilled onto to the floor,
everything goes into the mouth
just for a taste.
Eyes like dark honey,
so full of wonder,
try taking in everything at once.
His smile so big, so bright,
warms me so…
Curiosity and energy meet:
Whassat?
Ooohhh. . . Takka Takka!
Or so he says.
Little Sister follows everywhere Big Brother goes,
hands and knees, stuttering steps, running, falling, getting back up…
…sounds like a herd.
Legs… unsteady,
hands too small
reach for things too high,
too big, too full of liquid…
Smaller darker eyes, like coffee covered almonds are curious,
her gap toothed smile just as bright, just as quick,
warms me no less.
Eh? Aaahh!!
Or so she says.
My home is a pack of hands and feet, paws and tails, howling huskies and babbling babies taking up every inch
of every breath I take, squeezing the life out of every cell like a soul-eating disease from a rabid nuclear spider
from another planet come to Earth to escape religious tyranny and abuse themselves with our internet. I can’t
get in or out of the front door, the back door, or my bedroom door without being tripped by bodies wanting
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my attention. I have to stand in line to get to the refrigerator, and when I do, there’s never milk and cereal at
the same time, nor hot water, or a chance to do even one load of laundry, or read more than two lines from
even the shortest of novels, not a novella exactly, but still short…
…and I never want to leave them…
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Soon You Were A Mountain by Jason Slater
Soon You Were A Mountain
Your eyes are always wet when I think of you, the way they were when we drank cabernet and I told you about
missing my father. The wine stained your lips, and when we kissed in your car, the console and gear shift were
bluffs that needed climbing. Remembering, yesterday, what your tongue had done, I found myself breathing
heavily like walking up a steep hill. I wanted to rest but you kept growing as we murmured together and soon
you were a mountain and I had to grab the prairie junegrass to keep from falling off the edge of the earth.
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Lullaby by Khara House
Lullaby
Each word you speak falls
like a pebble at my feet,
where I gather them in cairns—
whisper prayers for understanding.
Eventually the silence between us
becomes just as palpable,
heavy anchored breaths
bleating out a code of brokenness
denying every fiber
of what we truly feel.
Won’t you remember
the dulcet tones of lullabies
before I was old enough to know them?
Singing back began this crevice—
knowing, then, my voice
could be as strong as yours.
Remembering, too, my first word
was “no” and not “momma. ” Rebellion
began at birth—the first cries of life
filtering out your breath, your silent tears,
each one falling with the definitive
ring of love, love, love.
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One hundred percent (again) by Khara House
One hundred percent (again)
I am back to myself. Back to touching bone to bone
and keeping track of time in pockets. Pockets of breath,
pockets of air, tucked in folds of cloth hemmed
into my jackets and shirts. I am sleeping again, though barely,
and holding onto dreams like grains of rice
stowed in mason jars, waiting to be puffed.
Back to breathing, and breathing, and breathing again—
slow and steady as the rain.
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Picture perfect by Khara House
Picture perfect
When questions
pearl themselves,
anymore I just tuck them
away, dog-eared
like photographs.
In pictures of the two of us,
like dreams, we walk
between worlds—
and I can press your hand
back into mine, touch
palm to palm.
I can see you smile as I smile.
And still I want to know—
where have you gone, this you
who can keep me
frozen in time
even after you have departed.
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